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Persistent hash tables Which technique would you use to construct a partially persistent hash
table?

Partially persistent heaps Describe an implementation of a partially persistent binary heap.
The heap should support the operations find-min, extract-min and insert. What are the time and
space complexities?

A binary heap can be represented either with pointers as a tree or as an array. Describe how
to make it partially persistent in each case.

Suppose you insert n elements into the partially binary heap. What is the total time and space
usage?

Path copying If you have a linked data structure where all modifications occur on a path from
the root, then it is enough to copy the path where the changes occur to get a partially persistent
version of the data structure. Explain how this would work in a binary search tree and give an
example. What is the time slowdown and the extra space used?

Making amortized data structures persistent Why does the slowdowns for fully persistent
data structures not hold when the update and query times of the ephemeral data structure are
amortized?
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Temporal databases In this exercise you must show how to implement a database containing
information about goods. A good has an id and a price. The database can be updated with
insertions and deletions of goods. Give a data structure supporting updates and the following
query:

• report(a, b, t): Return the id of all goods with a price between a and b that was in the
database at time t.

Temporal databases 2 In this exercise you have a database with data of the following form:
[id, production date, sales date, price].

The database is not updated but stores a large amount of data. It must efficiently support
queries of the following form:

• sum(prodfrom, prodto, sold): Return the sum of the prices of all products that have pro-
duction date between prodfrom and prodto and have sales date before sold.

Give a solution that uses space O(n), preprocessing time O(n log n) and has query time O(log n+k),
where n is the number of items in the database and k is the number of reported items.

* Change your solution to report the number of items with the right product date, i.e., support
the query

• reportNum(prodfrom, prodto, sold): Return the number of products that have production
date between prodfrom and prodto and have sales date before sold.

Your data structure must have query time O(log n). What are the best space and preprocessing
times you can get? Can you extend your data structure to return the sum of all the prices instead
of the number of items?

Mandatory Exercise Use persistent data structures to describe an efficient and simple solu-
tion to each of the following problems.

1. Given a set X of n intervals {[x1, y1], [x2, y2], ..., [xn, yn]} on the real line, build a data
structure that efficiently supports the following query:

• contains(p): return all intervals in X that contain the point p.

2. Given a set X of n line segments in the plane all parallel to the y-axis, build a data structure
that supports the following query:

• intersect(s): Return all segments in X that intersect s, where s is a line segment parallel
to the x-axis.

Analyze the space, preprocessing time, and query time of your solutions.
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